Charter Township of Canton

2011/2012

PROCESSING ABSENTEE BALLOTS
1. The QVF list / checking applications/ ballots / Process ballots
throughout election as you get them forwarded to you.
Determine the legality of the ballot by the following:
a. Verify the voter signed the
outside of the ballot
return envelope.
b. Verify the name and signature
on the absentee ballot
application. It must be the
same as on the return ballot.
c. Check the QVF precinct list to
confirm that the voter’s
name, ballot number, the voter’s
ballot has been marked
“received.” Compare the
signature on the application to
the absentee ballot. If there is a
difference in any of the
above please notify the
team captain.
d. Confirm that the process has
been completed by placing a
check mark next to the
highlighted name on the QVF list.
e. If it is determined that the ballot should not be unted,make
a notation on the QVF precinct list. For example: if the
ballot is returned without a matching signature, write on
the list as related to the name… “signature
did not match.” Also note on the remarks section page of
the poll book the following: John Doe, voter number,
ballot number, “signature did not match.”
f. The same procedure is used if there is another reason for a
ballot not to be counted.
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g. Next go to the end of you QVF precinct list and reduce the
number of total ballots received by – 1/ Signature. Now
your count should be correct. The number of ballots
counted and the total received must balance/ be
the same.
h. On occasion a ballot will not be marked “received” on the
precinct list, make a notation and remove one from
final list totals. Please let the captain know so it can
be given to Clerk’s staff to take upstairs to be marked
received in the QVF system. It will be returned with
the next batch of ballots sent to the AV Counting Board by
the Clerk’s office.
i. Continue this process until all ballots are checked and
accounted for and your total ballot count is correct to the
list. You must balance.
Step 2:
a. Remove ballot from the return
envelope
b. Hand the ballot to team
member 2
c. Team member two will remove
the stub and hand to team
member 3
d. Team member 3 will remove the ballot from the secrecy
envelope and flatten the ballot to a smooth stack.
Step 3:
a. The first set of ballots are ready to

be processed through the
tabulator. Two persons of opposite
party must be present during this
process. One feeds the ballots
in and one observes the
process and affirms the ballot counter is progressing with each
ballot scanned and counted. The tabulator will beep if there
3
is an error on the ballot.

Handling Ballot Error
Messages When Processing
Absentee Ballots
If an absentee ballot is rejected by the tabulator it will be
necessary to visually inspect the ballot to determine the
appropriate course of action. If the rejection is due to a “false
read,” deposit the ballot into the auxiliary bin for duplcation
after the close of the polls. The following “false reads” may
require duplication:
1. “Over-vote” ballot:
An “over-vote” ballot is a ballot where more than the number
of votes allowed for an office or resolution were voted. For
example if the race for Governor is “vote for 1”, an over-vote
would occur if more that one mark is made. If they have filled
in 2 ovals without any of the following scenarios having been
created then and only then can you tabulate the ballot by
pushing the accept button on the tabulator. EACH BALLOT
must be examined by two persons of opposite major parties to
affirm the action to be taken with EACH ERROR BALLOT
(see example on page 5).
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A. False “overvote” created by ballot correction:
Ballot instructs voter to “Vote for not more than 1.” Voter
1) casts vote by completing the arrow or filling in the oval,
2) changes his or her mind and strikes vote and, 3) votes for
preferred candidate by completing a second arrow or filling
in a second oval. The tabulation equipment is programmed
to identify and reject “over-voted” ballots. As a result, the
ballot will be rejected due to the appearance of two marks
in the race. This affords the election inspector an opportunity
to visually inspect the ballot to verify the reason for the
rejection. If it is determined that the rejection occurred due
to a false read, the ballot must be duplicated. If it is
determined that the office or proposal is over-voted; the
rejection must be overridden (see example of a “overvote”
ballot on page 7).
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B. False “over-vote” created by invalid write-in:
Ballot instructs voter to “Vote for not more than 1.” Voter
1) casts vote by completing the arrow or filling in the oval,
2) records an “invalid” write-in under the same office and,
3) completes the corresponding arrow or oval. The write-in
vote is “invalid” if it contains 1) a fictitious name 2) the name
of a candidate who already appears on the ballot for the
same office or 3) the name of a person who did not submit
a “Declaration of Intent” declaring his or her interest in seeking
nomination or election to the office as a write-in candidate.
The tabulation equipment is programmed to identify and
reject “over-voted” ballots. As a result, the ballot will be
rejected due to the appearance of two marks in the race. This
affords the election inspector an opportunity to visually inspect
the ballot to verify the reason for rejection. If it is determined
that the rejection occurred due to a false read, the ballot
must be duplicated. If it is determined that the office or
proposal is over-voted, the rejection must be overridden
(see example on page 9).
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C. “Blank” ballot which contains valid votes:
Ballot instructs voter: “To mark your ballot, use only a black
or blue ink pen. DO NOT USE ANY OTHER INK COLOR!” The
tabulation equipment is programmed to identify and reject
“blank” ballots. As a result, the ballot will be rejected due
to the tabulator’s inability to read any of the votes cast on
the ballot. This affords the election inspector an opportunity to
visually inspect the ballot to verify the reason for rejection. If
it is determined that the rejection occurred due to a false
read, the ballot must be duplicated. If it is determined that
the office or proposal is a blank ballot, the rejection must
be overridden (see example of incorrect ballot on page 11
and correct ballot example on page 12).
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D. False “crossover” vote created by ballot correction:
Partisan Primary Ballot advises voters: “…IF YOU VOTE IN MORE
THAN ONE PARTISAN SECTION, YOUR PARTISAN BALLOT WILL
BE REJECTED.” Voter 1) casts a vote in one of the party
columns appearing on the ballot, 2) changes his or her
mind and strikes vote and, 3) votes one or more offices in
another party column. The tabulation equipment is
programmed to identify and reject partisan primary ballots
that contain a “crossover” vote. As a result, the ballot will be
rejected due to the appearance of marks in more than
a single party column. This affords the election inspector an
opportunity to visually inspect the ballot to verify the reason for
rejection. If it is determined that the rejection occurred due
to a false read, the ballot must be duplicated. If it is
determined that the office or proposal is crossover voted, the
rejection must be overridden.
E. False “crossover” vote created by invalid write-in:
Partisan Primary Ballot advises voters: “…IF YOU VOTE IN MORE
THAN ONE PARTISAN SECTION, YOUR PARTISAN BALLOT
WILL BE REJECTED.” Voter 1) enters an “invalid” writein in one of the party columns on the ballot,
2) completes the arrow or oval and, 3) votes one or more
offices in another party column. The write-in vote is “invalid”
if it contains 1) a fictitious name 2) the name of a candidate
who already appears on the ballot for the same office
or 3) the name of a person who did not submit a “Declaration
of Intent” declaring his or her interest in seeking nomination
or election to the office as a write-in candidate. The
tabulation equipment is programmed to identify and
reject partisan primary ballots that contain a “crossover” vote.
As a result, the ballot will be rejected due to the appearance
of marks in more than a single party column. This affords the
election inspector an opportunity to visually inspect
the ballot to verify the reason for rejection. If it is determined
that the rejection occurred due to a false read, the ballot
must be duplicated. If it is determined that the office or
proposal is crossover voted, the rejection must be overridden.
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3. Duplication Procedure
The procedures for duplicating ballots that contain false
“overvotes,” ballots which cannot be scanned by the tabulator
due to the voter’s use of an improper marking implement,
attempted corrections, and ballots which contain false
“crossover” votes (if a partisan primary) are detailed below:
A. After identifying the ballots that must be duplicated, count
out an equal number of unused ballots. At the top of the first
ballot to be duplicated write “1”. At the Top of the
replacement ballot write “Dup 1”. Follow the same numbering
pattern for the remaining ballots which must be duplicated,
i.e. “2”- “Dup 2” etc. (examples on page 15 and 16).
B. Duplicate the ballots using a reader-checker process with
two election inspectors who have expressed different political
party preferences. One election inspector calls the valid
votes from the original ballot as the second election
inspector records the votes on the duplicate ballot. After the
completion of the duplication process, the election inspectors
who handled the procedure double-check the duplicated
ballot against the original ballot.
C. After the completion of the double-checking process, the
duplicated ballot is tabulated. The original ballot is secured
inside the “Envelope #5.”
NOTE: If a mistake occurs when duplicating a ballot, place the
ballot used for duplication in the Envelope #5 and obtain a new
blank ballot for duplication. Make a notation on the top of the
ballot in which the mistake occurred and be sure to include
it in the number of ballots used for duplication for the ballot
summary. Remember to make a note in the remarks section of
the poll book.
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4. Special handling Instructions
for Military and Overseas
Voter Ballots.
A. Verify the AV Application is signed and is attached to the
proper return envelope.
B. Open the return envelope and without removing the marked
ballot or exposing any votes, remove the voter signature
certificate which is inside of the envelope. If there is no voter
signature certificate in the envelope and NO SIGNATURE
TO COMPARE TOO, YOU MAY NOT COUNT THE BALLOT. See
“H” below.
C. Compare the voter’s signature on the voter signature
certificate to the signature on the AV application (examples
on pages 18 and 19).
D. If the signatures agree, without exposing any votes if possible,
remove the remaining contents of the return envelope and
continue to process.
E. It the signatures do not agree or the voter signature certificate
is not returned, then this ballot is handled the same as any
ballot which is not counted. A note is made next to the voters
name on the QVF poll list and -1 is reflected in the list total.
A note in the back REMARKS section of the poll book is made
indicating the voter signature certificate was not returned.
F. If the signed certificate is enclosed with the ballot and
the signature matches the signature on the voter’s AV
Application, remove the ballot from the envelope and
duplicate as usual. There are 4 (four pages) to the electronic
ballot. Staple all pages together and mark the duplicate
ballot. i.e. “Dup 3”- on the electronic ballot and: Dup
3” on the corresponding duplicated ballot which will be
tabulated in the M-100 counter. REMEMBER: to indicate in the
remarks section of the poll book.
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THIS BALLOT IS DUPLICATED AND COUNTED
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THIS BALLOT IS NOT COUNTED
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G. Staple the Envelope in which the electronic mailed ballot
(example of ballot on page 21.) was returned to the Absentee
Ballot Application (see example envelope below).

H. If the voter did not enclose the signed Voter Signature
Certificate with the ballot or the signature on the certificates
does not match the signature on the voter’s AV application
the ballot is NOT COUNTED. DO NOT REMOVE THE BALLOT
FROM THE ENVELOPE. THE BALLOT IS HANDLED THE
SAME WAS AS ANY REGULAR BALLOT WHO’S SIGNATURE DID
NOT MATCH.
Remember all ballots sent electronically by email or fax must be
duplicated by the normal procedure. The original duplicated
ballots just like all other duplicated ballots must be placed in
the “DUPLICATE BALLOT” Envelope #5 (see example below).
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AV Counting Board Closing
Check List
You must balance before you run the RESULTS TAPE
Running the Results Tape:
• Open the Key Panel, insert the
RED key and turn one notch to the
“OPEN/CLOSE POLLS” position.
• The “CLOSE POLLS” option will
appear in the right corner of the
display screen; select
“CLOSE POLLS.”
• The M-100 will automatically begin
printing four PRECINCT REPORT
tapes. Election inspectors must sign
these four tapes.
• Some elections require you to
manually generate the
required four copies of the POLL
REPORT. When the M-100 stops
printing the Precinct Reports
press “MORE,” then “MORE
REPORTS.” Select “POLL REPORT,”
the M-100 will ask if you want
Certifications – Press “YES.” The Poll
Report will start printing. When it is
done, you must select
“POLL REPORT” again. You will press
“POLL REPORT” until you have four
complete Poll Reports.
• When the M-100 stops printing and
you have all the tapes, turn the
key to the “OFF” position. Remove
the key and close the key panel.
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Complete the Poll Book
as follows;
Open your ABSENT VOTER POLL BOOK (cover example on page
24) to the pages that says:
Optical Scan Clerk’s Preparation Certificate (see example on
page 25)
1. Verify that all members of the team have signed the Oath of
Inspectors and the date sections are completed, with date
and county of Wayne.
2. Verify the tabulator serial number written in black on the
tabulator matches.
3. Verify the tabulator seal number matches. This is the seal
hanging on the front of the tabulator.
QVF Voter Lists (example on pages 26-27)
1. In your Red Book are all the QVF working registration lists
by Precinct that you have used all day. In addition, the
Clerk’s Office has provided you with a clean AV Counting
Board List which combines all the pages you have worked
on into one list.
2. Transcribe from the working Red Book list, to the clean list
any changes that you have noted on the Red
Book List which affect the total returned count on the clean
list (for example: John Doe’s signature did not match
-1, Sandy Smith’s ballot recorded an error -1). The total count
on the new clean list must reflect the same as the working
Red Book copy and the total in the new list must be the
same as your totals tape count. Related comments should
also be written in the REMARKS section of the Poll Book.
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Challenged Voters (example on page 30)
1. This section is used only if there is a challenge to a returned
voter ballot made by an official Challenger. This section will
have been filled out at the time of challenge.
Remarks Section of the Poll Book (example on page 31)
1. All comments must be documented here that reflect the
count of the AV precinct. Comments related to equipment
operations must be noted here. Comments related to
duplication of ballots marked here.
Write-In Statement of Votes (example on page 32)
1. From your paper supplies; get the list provided by the Clerk’s
Department which tells you the valid write in candidates and
races in this election.
2. Remove all write in ballots from the Write-In ballot bin section
of the grey ballot box. Stack them all going the same way.
3. Look at the first write in candidate and office on your write
in list. Look at you stack of ballots and affirm any valid write
in votes for the candidate and office listed. In order for a
write in to be valid it must be written in the correct portion
of the ballot. Governor candidates name in the Governor
section for example. Fill out the Write in section in the poll
book by writing the valid write in candidates name just as it is
written on the ballot on the list, fill in the office, fill in the party
and tally the vote count in the tally of vote section. Write the
total of the votes received in the end box.
You will know how many write in ballots you are looking for in
each race by looking at a copy of the results tape and finding
the number of write-ins cast under each office on the ballot
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4. Restack the ballots all going the same way and do the next
valid write in candidate and office on the list and tally
the same as above.
5. Restack and continue for each valid write in candidate and
office on the list.
6. When complete: PLACE ALL WRITE IN BALLOTS IN THE WRITE IN
BALLOT ENVELOPE #6 AND PLACE IN THE BLUE BALLOT BOX.
Duplicated Ballots
1. Place all duplicated
ballots in the DUPLICATE
BALLOT ENVELOPE #5 (see
example to your right)
AND PLACE IN THE BLUE
BALLOT BOX.
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Certificate of Election Inspectors
1. Verify the following:

• Checked the serial/ballot number(s) of the ballot(s) issued to
each voter against the ballot numbers received for
each voter.
• Each stub was removed.
• You have recorded each unique ballot or equipment issue in
the remarks section of the poll book.
• Recorded any challenges made by a challenger.
• Accurately duplicated all ballots (false errors and military/
overseas voter’s ballots).
• Tabulated all valid ballots.
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2. Ballot Summary
Number of Ballots delivered to the Precinct section:

A. Go to your clean poll list and look at the last page. Find
column that lists “BALLOT MAILED/ ISSUED.” Write that
number in A box. Total that number in the Totals A
box below.
Number of Ballots at the Close of the Polls Section:
B. In this box write the number of ballots returned. This
number is on the last page of the clean poll list at the
bottom, “BALLOTS RETURNED.” Write the number in the “B”
box. Minus any invalid ballots as provided in the information
from the Clerk’s Office.
C. Fill in the number of Invalid ballots in Box “C”. This ballot
should have been listed in the remarks section of
the Poll Book under “Invalid Ballot Unsigned.”
D. NOW you need to do a little math. Subtract the number of
ballots returned (B) from the number of ballots issued (A) and
get a total of ballots not returned to the clerk’s
office. Example: 499 - 431= 67. 67 would go in “D” box.
E. Total all lines “B”, “C”, “D” equal line “E”. Line “E” should be
the same as “A” box.
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Seal Number Section

A. Record the two seal numbers required for each blue
ballot box on the section of the Certificate that says: “we
the undersigned members of the board properly placed seal
numbers”……Write the numbers in the top box. Sometimes
you will put four seals there if you have two blue boxes.
This must be done by two people. ONE REPUBLICAN AND
ONE DEMOCRAT.
B. All AV precinct inspectors plus supporting staff worker must
sign the signature plate at the bottom of the page. You
must sign so your name and phone number is legible.
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Record Blue Ballot Container
seal numbers in the following
places: (There may be multiple
boxes. Two seals are needed for
each box.)
• In the Back of the Poll Book.
• On Blue Ballot Box Tag.

Place all ballots in Blue Ballot Container including (example on
how to secure blue ballot container on page 37):
• All voted ballots.
• Each Precinct’s ballots should be put in individual bags before
being placed in the Blue Ballot Container.
• Write-In Envelope #6
• All duplicated ballots in “Duplicate” ballot envelope #5,
sealed with a signed red seal (if none, do not seal).
• All ballot stubs.
NOTHING ELSE GOES IN THE BLUE BALLOT CONTAINER
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Complete the Poll Book
• All inspectors must sign the back page of poll book
“Certificate of Election Inspectors”. Team captain and a
person of a different party affiliation sign twice.
• Place the clean copy of the Counting Board poll list which has
the written changes on it (which has been reconciled to the
results tape) in the poll book using metal rings. (Your Red Book
working copy is by individual precinct number, the clean list
is by AV counting board number. I.e. Av 944 as example).
• Verify that the correct seal #’s which will seal the blue ballot
containers have been entered in the poll book on the
Certificate of Election Inspectors (back page).
• Inspectors of different parties, sign blue card (Ballot Box Tag)
and record seals to be used for sealing Blue Ballot Container
on Ballot Box Tag.
• Put black lid on Blue Ballot Container. All seal numbers must be
recorded on the Certificate of Election Inspectors in the Poll
Book (back page).
• Seal 1: Place completed ballot box tag in plastic sleeve and
secure in a snug manner with a numbered blue pull-tight seal.
• Seal 2: Place second numbered blue pull-tight seal snuggly on
other end of box.
• Repeat above steps for every blue ballot container required.
• Complete the “statement of votes” page in the poll book
for any valid write-in candidates. If there are no valid write-in
candidates write NONE on the page.

SEE EXAMPLE ON PAGE 39
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